O ur material civilisation is founded on technology. Everything around us that is not untouched nature, is the product of the work of technologists. Their technical knowledge and their ability to apply it are widely recognised as essential to the functioning of society. However, the distinctive world-view of technologists is not much considered by those who shape our intellectual culture, or who conduct our political affairs. Technologists are to be on tap, but not on top.
C. P. Snow, in the middle of the last century, gave currency in Western discourse to the concept of two cultures, that of science and that of the humanities, and to the lack of communication between them. 1 Technology is in this respect closely allied to the culture of science, but takes its place well behind science in intellectual influence and esteem. The inferior prestige of technology is, however, a phenomenon that precedes that recognition of two cultures and can be traced to antiquity.
A few examples must suffice. In ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, which were the cradle of our civilisation, culture and governance, including the direction of public works, were the domain of scribes, who had an essentially literary education. Those who carried out technical work were a subordinate class. In ancient Greece, which still influences us highly, those engaged in practical and utilitarian work were thought to be inferior by philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle.
A vivid picture of the ancient view of the men engaged in the essential technical work of humankind is given in the Book of Ecclesiasticus, written by Jesus ben Sira, published in 130 BCE and part of the Apocrypha. It follows an ancient Egyptian text, and describes the work of various craftsmen, comparing them to that of a scribe with a literary education. It says of craftsmen that their work is essential: "They maintain the fabric of the world" 2 . However, it comments: "Yet they are not in demand at public discussions or prominent in the assembly". Many present-day technologists will recognise the situation.
The effect of a governing class largely disdainful of the way technologists think has been very damaging in the past. The influential archaeologist V. Gordon Childe attributed the slow progress of ancient technical innovation to the chasm between a literary, ruling elite and the people who carried out the practical technical work 3 . This is often a danger today.
In the past, there may been justification for the view that the thinking of technologists was narrowly practical and had little to contribute to understanding the world and to the conduct of human affairs. However, the advance of technology has led to the development of powerful concepts and methods that lead to wider knowledge, understanding and wisdom. This essay attempts to outline them.
Origins
Early technology was an art without a theoretical basis. It was passed from master to apprentice and developed incrementally by serendipity. But as it advanced, technology used knowledge of the physical sciences more and more. Indeed, its demands stimulated their development. Thus artillery promoted mechanics, steam engines gave impetus to thermodynamics and so on. Technology became increasingly applied physical science.
The advance of technology, particularly the evolution of telecommunications, together with the introduction of electronics with its applications to sensing and feedback control and so on led to the construction of systems involving diverse physical forms of operation and a multiplicity of components with complex interconnections. Telephony in the beginning of the twentieth century and military weapon systems from the 1940's onwards are early examples. The complexity and interdisciplinary nature of the resultant analysis and design problems brought about the development of a new mode of technical thought, namely systems engineering. It was based on viewing problems globally, on using mathematical models and on a formal methodology of design. It evolved into an approach with wide applications outside technology 4, 5 .
Arising from the same technical developments was the study of cybernetics, pioneered by the American mathematician Norbert Wiener and others. It examined communication and feedback control in machines, animals and organisations and found essential analogies among them 6 . The concepts of systems and cybernetics converged.
The continuing progress of electronics gave rise to the development of computers. Consisting of very large and complex systems of interconnected hardware and software components, computer applications have become a fertile domain for systems engineering and an important source of its development. Meanwhile, the demands of warfare in World War II led to the development of scientific methods for the analysis and planning of operations. Operational research, as it was called, employed mathematical modelling, statistical analysis and formal decision methods very much akin to systems engineering. It has wide application to organisations of all types 7 . Then in the middle of the twentieth century the movement termed General Systems Theory came into being. This discipline aims to study systems as a whole, integrating insights from technology, physics, biology, and philosophy 8,9 .
The streams just described have combined to provide a framework of concepts and methods with very wide application. This framework will be termed here Systems Science. It leads from technology to a wider understanding and wisdom.
Core concepts and methods of Systems Science

Scope of discussion
It is not possible in this essay to present Systems Science in any detail, or to provide an adequate bibliography. Therefore it is proposed to confine the discussion to an outline of core concepts and principles and to refer, mainly, to an encyclopaedic reference work as a pointer to further reading 10 .
System
The foundation of Systems Science is the concept of a system. A system is defined as a set of interacting, interrelated components regarded as a unity. The part of the real world under consideration is treated as a "system". A system is viewed globally rather than in terms of the details of its constituents. The global behaviour of a system is determined by the properties of its components and their interactions. The basis of Systems Science is the fact that, when viewed abstractly, systems of very different nature show important correspondences of function, structure and behaviour. This leads to powerful general methods of description, analysis and design, and these form the content of Systems Science.
Models 11
Systems Science uses models to describe systems. Models in this context are images of the source system, produced using a symbolic representation convention. The models may be mathematical, or they may be constructed using some other modelling language. The essential value of models is that operations on the models enable conclusions to be drawn about the behaviour of the system represented. Such behaviour may be difficult, expensive, laborious or indeed impossible safely to induce on the system itself.
To treat effectively the complexity of real systems, the models used are highly abstract, that is to say they idealise and omit detail. The description used in systems models is generally functional, implying that entities are modelled in terms of the relation between the independent variables, termed inputs, and the dependent variables, termed outputs. Systems of diverse kinds show themselves to be analogous when described by such abstract, functional models.
Measurement 12
The basis of representation by models is the ability, as far as possible, to measure the attributes of the objects in the system represented. Measurement can be defined in the wide sense as a process of empirical, objective assignment of symbols to attributes of objects and events of the real world, in such a way as to represent or describe them. Representation means that when a symbol is assigned by measurement to the property of an object, and other sym-bols are assigned by the same process to different manifestations of the same property, then the relations between the symbols imply, and are implied by, empirical relations between the property manifestations. 13 Information and knowledge are core concepts of Systems Science, as are the concepts and methods of representation by symbols. Information consists of the symbol for what is being referred to, together with the representation relation.
Information and knowledge
Systems Science encompasses the principles of representation by symbols, information transmission, processing and storage, and ultimate effectuation. Systems Science also encompasses the formal principles of knowledge representation and handling.
Structure
Systems of diverse kinds show common structural features. One of the most significant is feedback, which underlies regulatory and goal-seeking behaviour. Hierarchy is another characteristic shared by many types of system. Additional, structural features of significance that can be distinguished include centrality, peripherality and reachability.
System dynamics
The behaviour of a system, that is the relation between its inputs and outputs, is determined by the properties of its components and by the structure of their interconnections. Systems of the real world are, in general, dynamic. This means that outputs of a system, or of its components, depend not just on the instantaneous value of the inputs, but on the whole history of past values.
Systems Science has an arsenal of methods to describe and analyse system dynamics. It also has powerful methods for the representation and analysis of the time variation of system variables. These methods are particularly effective when the systems are describable by linear and deterministic mathematical models. There are, however, methods for treatment of non-linear models, and of system response to stochastic inputs. Two particularly important problems are system stability and system reaction to input changes.
Viewed abstractly, it is clear that significant similarities of behaviour exist among diverse types of systems. Intriguingly, even relatively simple, non-linear systems may behave chaotically.
Systems control
An important problem of Systems Science is that of control, that is the task of operating on the inputs so as to achieve a desired variation of system outputs. Such control is frequently regulatory, maintaining the system output at a set level in the presence of disturbances to the inputs and changes in the system itself.
Adaptation and learning
Systems may have the capability of adaptation and learning. The behaviour of an adaptive system varies depending upon the input conditions, so that it performs in some sense optimally. A learning system is an adaptive system which, having once adapted itself to particular conditions, remembers them and adopts an optimised behaviour whenever it meets those conditions again. Adaptation and learning may be effected either by system re-configuration or by changing the input-output relation of some system components.
System identification
Systems Science has developed methods for taking measurements on an integral, functioning system in order to determine a model of the system and/or models of its components or internal variables. The methodology is based on observing system outputs as inputs vary.
System design
A well-defined and formal design methodology is an essential component of Systems Science. What is presented here is the classical systems design process, which remains an influential paradigm, although there have been significant advances in the understanding of the mechanics of design derived from progress in knowledge processing. For example, systems may be designed in practice by incorporating existing subsystems, that is bottom-up, or middle-out.
Classically, system design is a process consisting of a sequence of stages, starting with the perception of need and terminating with the communication of the final, firm knowledge necessary to implement or realise the system. Each stage is itself an elementary design process, which starts with an initial concept which it then refines. The stage is a sequence of steps, sub-processes or operations.
Consider the elementary design process in the classical model ( Figure 1) . The first step is to define the initial design concept. The model and related knowledge are, in general, provided by the previous stage in the design. Associated with this model will be a set of evaluation criteria, or "value model", which express the degree to which the concept meets the requirement.
The next step is the generation of a more refined, candidate, design concept. The generation of candidate design concepts is central to the design process. Each design concept is represented as a configuration, that is in terms of attributes of its construction. Next it is analysed to determine its performance attributes and then evaluated using the value model previously established. A number of such design concepts are normally generated and stored.
The evaluation step passes information to a decision step where the candidate design concept judged to be the most satisfactory is accepted either for implementation or else as the preliminary concept on which the next stage of design will be based. If none of the candidate design concepts are acceptable, it may be necessary to return to an earlier stage in the process, for example, to alter the value criteria, or to generate more candidate design concepts. Viewed overall, design proceeds from a global view of the system to progressively more localised considerations, and from abstract and fluid descriptions to concrete and firm ones.
The design stages start typically with a definition of the overall system that arises from the original requirement. This establishes the main features of the system as a set of interconnected subsystems, and also fixes the nature and specification of those subsystems. In turn, the subsystem-design stage uses this information to establish the main features of the subsystem and the nature and the specifications of its simpler components. This sequence of stages culminates in the design of elementary components. If at any point it appears not to be possible to meet the specification generated by the preceding stage, it is necessary to return to an appropriate place in that earlier design phase and make amendments. The design process in this classical picture is essentially a top-down procedure, although, as noted previously, the need to make use of existing subsystems may enforce a bottom-up or middle-out process in practice.
Recapitulating on the underlying principles of system design, the system is always viewed globally, taking into account the super-system, or environment in which it is to be embedded. All the stages of system life are taken into account, from design through the sequence of implementation, operation then final disposal. The design is treated in terms of abstract, implementation-independent models until the latest possible stage; the general approach involves decomposition of the problem into successively simpler functional blocks, culminating with basic components. Finally there is the central role of formal evaluation and decision processes. 14 As discussed above, value or utility considerations are central to Systems Science. In the design of systems or in their operation, the requirements are expressed in terms of a value or utility function. This assigns numerical measures to attributes of the system, with each number expressing the degree to which the system satisfies the objectives of the designer, owner, or other relevant stakeholder. The definition of the utility function, together with the constraints on the attributes that are normally present, determines the design of the system.
Value and evaluation
Decision 15
Usually the designer (or the operator) has a choice between a set of possible actions that can be taken, with a linked set of resultant outcomes. The process of choosing, on the basis of rational considerations, from possible alternative actions so as to achieve an outcome of optimal utility is termed a "decision". Decisions involve the analysis of the possible outcomes for an action, as well as analysis of the value of outcomes. The outcome of a particular action may be uncertain or, in the worst case, unknown. Decision theory, which is a key component of Systems Science, has developed rational approaches to meeting these problems. Dealing as it does with multi-variable interactions and the value of outcomes, it is natural that the science should be concerned, too, with the principles of optimisation.
Applications of Systems Science
The above outline of the core principles shows that Systems Science possesses a body of powerful concepts and methods of broad applicability. It is proposed now to outline established areas of their application to justify the claim that these lead to a wider knowledge, understanding and wisdom. 16, 17 Systems concepts and methods have become a foundation of most technical disciplines. There is wide scope for an holistic approach to problems, decomposition of complex entities into sub-systems and an emphasis on abstract modelling, as well as structured and disciplined design methods depending on analysis and on quantitative formulation of objectives.
Systems concepts and methods in technology
Large and complex systems are typical of technology in many fields from communication, through power networks, aircraft, air transport and the like. The size and complexity make Systems Engineering an indispensable, interdisciplinary approach to design, operation and maintenance, taking on board the concepts and methods of Systems Science.
Systems in management 18
Systems concepts and methods constitute one of the most influential modern approaches to the management of organisations and their operation. One of the main features is the global view that is taken of the organisation, allowing fully for the environment and any super-system in which it is embedded. A further important aspect is the modelling of the organisation, with the clear analysis that it involves. The analysis of objectives and their quantitative formulation are increasingly considered crucial.
A significant driver of this application of systems concepts and methods to management is the universal application of information technology, which demands the systems approach for its effective implementation.
Systems biology 19
Living organisms are complex and were, indeed, the original paradigms for systems; their study gave birth to Systems Science. The original discussions of living organisms as systems were essentially qualitative. But with the advances of systems concepts and methods, as well as the progress of biological and medical science, there has been extensive development of mathematical models of physiological and metabolic systems. They have considerable descriptive and explanatory power, and are being used for the simulation of living organisms. Furthermore, methods of systems identification are employed for undertaking measurements on intact living organisms.
In recent decades, biological science has made significant progress in the quantitative knowledge of individual components and processes in life forms at the molecular, tissue, organ and organism level. The advance in the power of modern computing has combined with the progress in quantitative knowledge to stimulate efforts to model complete organisms by integrating models of their components. Such models promise to be better images of the source system, making systems biology one of the more promising areas for the advance of science. 20 Systems concepts and methods in biological science have useful applications in medicine, for example in describing and understanding the human organism, carrying out diagnostic measurements, or using models and simulation for education and training. Moreover, there are also applications of the systems approach to the clinical situation. We may view clinical treatment as a control process, with the patient as an object, the health status of which is to be controlled, with clinical intervention as the manipulable input. The clinician may be viewed as a controller, observing health status and acting on the patient by administering drugs, say, to bring the health status to a desirable level. Such models appear to have promise, for example, in clinical pharmacology.
Systems in clinical medicine
Natural systems 21
There is rapidly increasing recognition that nature is a complex system of interacting components. Systems concepts and methods are therefore applied extensively to modelling, simulation and analysis of natural systems. Outstanding examples are models of ecosystems and studies of the effects of human activity on climate. 22, 23 Economics uses mathematical and like models to represent economic systems and processes, and these models are essentially similar to those employed in Systems Science. They have considerable descriptive and explanatory power, though they have limitations when used for prediction. These limitations arise particularly from the fact that economic systems involve human activity. Humans are autonomous, intelligent actors and their activity is most generally not adequately describable by models. However, despite limitations, economic models reveal essential similarities between economic and other systems. In particular the dynamics of economic systems and their control can be well described by the concepts of Systems Science.
Models in economics
The methods of economic measurement, of necessity carried out on whole operating systems, are essentially identical with the methods of identification of other types of system. The description and analysis of the time variation of economic variables has contributed much to the methods of treatment of random variables in general. 24, 25 The concept of a social system is widely used in Sociology. Models of the kind that form the core of Systems Science are employed extensively and have considerable descriptive and explanatory power. Many analogies exist between social systems and systems of other kinds, feedback and homeostasis, for example.
Systems in sociology
At one time systems theory was the dominant paradigm of sociology. However, it is now receiving widespread criticism, particularly because of poor empirical validation. Nevertheless systems thinking is still recognised as providing useful conceptual tools. 26, 27, 28 Psychology has had an early formative influence on the development of systems ideas. Core concepts such as sensing, perception, memory, goal seeking, actuation, adaptation and learning have their origins in psychology. Psychological insight lay at the origin of cybernetics, one of the founding influences of Systems Science.
Systems and psychology
With the development of systems concepts and methods there is now a significant influence of systems and information processing ideas and models on certain aspects of psychology. Systems models have considerable descriptive and explanatory power here too. However, it has to be realised that they are applicable only to a limited range of aspects of psychology, and are generally qualitative only.
Deficiencies and limitations of the systems approach
As was argued in the above discussion the systems approach has great power and usefulness in a wide range of fields of knowledge. It is nevertheless essential to recognise its deficiencies and limitations.
In the consideration of many systems, adequate models are difficult or indeed impossible to formulate due to the size and complexity of the system. In many areas of application, such as some aspects of biology, the structure and laws of behaviour of the object considered are not known and understood adequately. In rational decision-making, a key area for Systems Science, practical problems are often too complex for the use of full formal methods and significant idealisations and simplifications are needed. Nevertheless, in all such cases systems concepts and methods provide a basic framework for treating the problems concerned.
More significant objections can be raised to applying systems concepts and methods to systems involving humans. It is doubtful whether the behaviour of humans as intelligent actors follows any fixed laws that can be described by formal models. It is, however, possible to assume plausible theories of human behaviour and to devise system models on that basis. Such methods are used extensively in economics and do help description and explanation.
However, in applying scientific methods to thinking about human individuals and groups, it is important to remember that to understand them requires empathy, that is an ability to put oneself imaginatively into the position of the person or persons considered. It is this empathy that the humanities foster. Scientific thought about human problems is not a substitute for humane understanding. They are complementary.
Conclusions
The advance of technology has given rise to a body of concepts and methods concerning systems that are applicable to a wide range of human thought and action. These concepts, grouped under the title of Systems Science, provide a means of representing and organising knowledge. Systems Science leads to better understanding, by making clear the relation between different aspects of knowledge. Moreover, it fosters wisdom, which is the thoughtful application of knowledge.
System Science should be regarded as work in progress. We must endeavour to advance and develop it. We have to make it better known. We should promote its role in public affairs and in the world-view of society.
